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The year 1991 noted a new chapter in the history of the online world where e-commerce 

become a hot choice amongst the commercial use of the internet. At that time nobody would 

have even thought that the buying and selling online or say the online trading will become a 

trend in the world and India will also share a good proportion of this success. An online 

shop, e-shop, e-store, internet shop, web shop, web store, online store, or virtual store evokes 

the physical analogy of buying products or services at a bricks-and-mortar retailer or in a 

shopping centre. The process is called Business-to-Consumer (B2C) online shopping. This is 

the type of electronic commerce conducted by companies such as Amazon.com. When a 

business buys from another business it is called Business-to-Business (B2B) online shopping. 

Electronic commerce will become an important part of the business in companies. Better 

understandings of consumer online shopping behaviour will help companies in getting more 

online consumers and increasing their e-business revenues. At the same time, as realized the 

benefits from E-commerce, consumers are more willing to make purchases online. With the 

popularity of Internet, the number of Internet users will continue to grow and more Internet 

users will become online consumers, even regular online buyers. However, the evolvement of 

E-commerce will bring new problems. The changes in business operation, business 

environment, and economic condition etc. will affect consumer online shopping behaviour. 

Therefore, continuous efforts have to be devoted to studying consumer online shopping 

behaviour in a dynamic way. With the knowledge of consumer online shopping behaviour, it 

is believed that E-commerce will continue to grow and it will become not only an important 

business revenues channel, but also a part of people‘s daily life. This study is based on the 

primary data, collected from post graduate students of Mangalore University. 
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Introduction:  

The year 1991 noted a new chapter in the history of the online world where e-commerce 

become a hot choice amongst the commercial use of the internet. At that time nobody would 

have even thought that the buying and selling online or say the online trading will become a 

trend in the world and India will also share a good proportion of this success. 

An online shop, e-shop, e-store, internet shop, web shop, web store, online store, or virtual 

store evokes the physical analogy of buying products or services at a bricks-and-mortar 

retailer or in a shopping centre. The process is called Business-to-Consumer (B2C) online 

shopping. This is the type of electronic commerce conducted by companies such as 

Amazon.com. When a business buys from another business it is called Business-to-Business 

(B2B) online shopping. 

Online marketplaces such as eBay and Amazon Marketplace have significantly reduced 

financial and reputational barriers to entry for SMEs wishing to trade online. These 

marketplaces provide web presence, marketing and payment services and, in the case of 

Amazon, fulfilment. This allows SMEs to focus on their core competencies e.g. managing 

supplier relationships. Moreover, SMEs have choices online, as these marketplaces compete 

with each other (some retailers sell across several marketplaces) and retailers„own websites. 

They also compete with paid search providers and others in providing marketing to SMEs.  

Customer ratings are a key element of the marketplaces, enabling SMEs to build a reputation 

at low cost relative to the offline environment. This element of reputation may be achieved 

quickly (just one piece of feedback generates a rating) and is tied to particular platforms. This 

study is based on the primary data, collected from post graduate students of Mangalore 

University. 
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Objectives of the study:- 

1. To study behaviour pattern among the PG students of Mangalore university towards 

internet shopping. 

2. To study the students preference on internet shopping 

3. To study the risk perception on internet shopping. 

4. To study the reason for not purchasing online product 

Review of Literature:- 

Bagozzi (1974) opined that E-shopping behaviour is a complicated decision process. First, 

consumers make a shopping decision based on their family needs, budget limitations, and 

other constraints impinging on them. Accordingly, they are likely to minimize transaction 

costs and maximize compatibility with needs. Second, e-shopping behaviour is a social 

influence process and it is affected by social 50 influence (e.g., social norms), vendor and 

consumer characteristics, and third parties (e.g., competitive offerings) Maigan and Lukas 

(1997) studied on the consumer perception towards e-shopping. The study found that internet 

shopping involves more uncertainty and risk than traditional shopping. 

Consumers„unwillingness to provide their credit card information over the web has been cited 

as a major obstacle to online purchases. Wolhandler (1999) Internet provides a big 

convenience for shopper as the main reason for the shopping online has been agreed by most 

of researcher and customers. Due to the feature of Internet, it allows customer to shopping 

online anytime and anywhere, which means customer can browse and shopping online 24-

hours a day, 7 days a week from home or office, which attracts some time-starved shoppers 

come to Internet for save time to searching products in physical store. Ho and Wu (1999) 

demonstrate positive relationships between online shopping behaviour and five categories of 

factors, which include e-stores„ logistical support, product characteristics, web sites„ 

technological characteristics, information characteristics, and homepage presentation 

Goodwin (1999) in the study found that to most consumers, the issue of security and privacy 

over the Internet is the most overwhelming barrier facing the adoption of Electronic 

Commerce that caused them not to make any purchase on the Internet. Widely publicised 
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security lapses on the Internet, where hackers have accessed personal financial information 

being sent electronically, have done little to boost consumer confidence in the Internet as a 

conduit for commerce. Bellman et al., (1999) observed that online buying behaviour‖  and 

the study indicated that typical online customers have wired lifestyles and have been on the 

Internet for years, not just a few months .They have a tendency toward a net-oriented 

lifestyle. Net-oriented people are interested in and make use of Internet 55 applications. The 

more experience online consumers have with the Internet, the more money they are likely to 

spend shopping online. Steven Bellman(1999) in his study on predictors of online buying 

behaviour and the study found that looking for product information on the internet is the most 

important predictor towards online buying behaviour Limayem et al. (2000) studied the 

impact of different social factors on consumers„ online shopping intentions and behaviour 

based on the theory of planned behaviour. They especially examined and tested the construct 

―subjective norms‖  (i.e., social influence). They showed the different effects of social 

factors on consumer online shopping behaviour and pointed out that ―for subjective norms, 

while media and family influences were significant, friends„ influence did not make a 

difference.Echopolous et al. (2000) found that the most highly valued characteristics on a 

website include quality and the amount information provided for products/ services. 

Discount/ promotions, product range, delivery quality and 24 * 7 accessibility are the 

significant purchase motivators. The study suggests the need for internet retailers to adapt 

their virtual environments as per consumer requirements. It also advises to provide alternate 

payment options and more discounts and promotions to tap greater number of customers. 

Goldsmith (2000) in the study found that online innovators tend to exhibit a higher level of 

self-confidence. It is likely that these shoppers will believe that they possess a higher level of 

knowledge about shopping and buying online and will purchase more products on the 

Internet. He found that innovative online buyers bought more online. Bette Ann et al (2001) 

opined that incredible growth of electronic commerce and presents ethical issues that have 

emerged. Security concerns, spamming, web sites that do not carry an ―advertising‖  label, 

cyber squatters, online marketing to children, conflict of interest, manufacturers competing 

with intermediaries online, and 59 dinosaurs are discussed. The power of internet to spotlight 

issues was noted as a significant force in providing a kind of self-regulation that supports an 
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ethical ecommerce environment. Vasterby and Chabert (2001 found that the internet can 

make it easier for companies to have information about their products or services available to 

their customers or potential customers. A company can satisfy the consumer„s individual 

need of information at a low cost in comparison to sending out product brochures and online 

shopping is one of the most rapidly growing forms of shopping, with sales growths rates that 

outpace buying through traditional retailing Blackwell(2001) studied the customer 

investigation on e-shopping and his study revealed that the study of consumer behaviour is a 

complex and broad subject which encompasses the factor such as demographics, lifestyles, 

personality, values, culture and family which play a part in consumer behaviour decision 

making process. Kim & Lim, (2001) in his study it has become quite clear that in order to 

survive and earn profit; online businesses must pursue the fundamentals of good retailing. 

One of these principles is knowledge about existing and potential customers and their 

preferences Retailers must pay attention to the target market's perceptions, attitudes, and 

behaviour rather than the technological characteristics of their websites. Teo (2001) has 

examined the effect of demographics and motivational variables associated with Internet 

usage activities. Males are more prone to engage in messaging and downloading activities 

than females. Also, younger generation is more motivated to engage in messaging and 

downloading activities compared to the older generation. 

Data analysis 

1. Age profile of respondents 

 

            Source: - Primary data 
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The above chart depicts the age profile of the respondents. It clearly states that majority of 

the respondents belong to the age group between 20 and24. Since the respondents selected for 

the study are students from Post graduation, there is no significant difference in the age 

group. 

2. Education profile of respondents 

 

                  Source: primary data  

From the above graph shows the education profile of the respondents.  To collect the data are 

from different department from Mangalore University. In this out of 66 respondent  35% 

students belongs to commerce department, 9% are department of management,5% students 

belongs to social science department, 26% are science department,18% are humanities 

department and 7% students belongs to physical education department. Majority of the 

respondents belongs to commerce department 

3. Financial assistance from parents 

 

 Source: - Primary data 
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The above graph depicts the profile of monthly cash for maintenance from parents of the 

respondents. 41% of student‟s monthly cash for maintenance from parents is 500-1000, 14% 

are 1000-1500,12% are 1500-2000,9% are 2000-2500, 11% are 2500-3000,5% are 3500-

5000, 7% are 5000-9000 and  1% is 9000 above. So I conclude that students spent ¼ of their 

money for shopping online product.  

4. Frequency of online purchase 
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Source: - Primary data 

The above chart shows the frequency of online purchase by students.. From the above chart 

we found that most of the respondent are buys product online they shopping according to 

their need. The 9% of students buys at once in a week, 18% of students buys at once in a 

month, 20% of students once in 3 month and 7% once in a year.  

5. The source of information of respondents 
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                   Source: - Primary data 

The above chart depicts the source of information of the respondent. They get the information 

from different sources. Here we found that out of 56 respondents majority of the respondent 

i.e 23% are search information about online product through search engines and 16% of 

students get information from friends and family circle, 14% get information from 

advertisement,11% from product catalogues, 13% from company website,12% from online 

advertisement and only few respondents search information from blogs, promotional email 

and product reviews in the print media.  

6. Payment mode of the respondent 
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                                Source: - Primary data 

The above chart shows the payment mode of the respondent. Here we found that most of the 

respondents are prefer payment mode as cash on delivery. 34% students would make cash on 

delivery payment when shopping online and 27% would do using debit card and 13% with 

net banking,17% with credit card and 9% with demand draft.  

7. Students’ preference on internet shopping 
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Source: - Primary data 

The above chart reveals the students preference on internet shopping. Out of 66 students 56 

students, purchasing product trough online. The above chart tells what are factors influences 

the student for buying the product online. Their response has been ranked based on mean 

score. Among the reasons stated by the students the rated 1 rank “Convenience”. Online 

shopping is a convenience shopping because it gives us the opportunity to shop 24 hours. 

Students do not have to leave their home nor travel to find. They can browse for items by 

category or online store 

“Ease of finding product” ranked 2
nd 

by 56 respondents, they feel it is for finding the product 

in online instead of going outside and wasting the time. We browse the product sitting in one 

place and order it. One can get several brands and products from different seller at one place. 

“Inclination towards trying something new” ranked 3
rd

 by 56 respondents, they feel online 

shopping attract towards buying something new and more. If a student purchase any dress 

material he can also see the other material in side of webpage. So it influences the student to 

buy more. 

“Offer/discounted price” ranked 4
th

 by students. They feel that it provides the product at 

lower price and also we get some discount everyday not for festivals season. It is one of the 

main factor which influence the student to buy the product online. 

Ease of comparison, which is ranked 5
th.

Online shopping, makes comparison and research of 

products and prices possible. 

“Find product that are not available in the store” which is ranked 6
th

 by students, they feel 

that in online market we get all product. There is no shortage of product. At any time 

products are available. 

“No need to deal with sales people” ranked 7
th

 by students, because product come direct from 

the manufacturer or seller without middleman involved. 

“Known or famous brand name” ranked 8
th

 by 56 respondents. One can get several brands of 

product from different sellers.  
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“Assurance of on time delivery” ranked 9
th

 by 56 respondent, they feel that online merchant 

deliver the product on time. 

“Ease of product return and refund” ranked 10
th

 by students, they feel that it is easy to return 

the product as well as refund of money but not for all product. That‟s why student give last 

preference to it. 

8. Students risk perception on Internet Shopping 
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Source: - Primary data 

The above chart depicts the students risk perception on internet shopping. Out of 66 students, 

only 56 students purchase product online. While purchasing the product online they face 

some risk. I listed some of the risk involved in online shopping and students‟ response about 

this has been ranked on mean score. “No possibility for touch, feel, or see the actual product” 

ranked 1
st
 by 56 respondent, they feel there lack of physical touch, feel or see the product. 

They fear to purchase some product like clothes, electronic items. 

“Doubt about the performance of the product” which is ranked by 2
nd

. They worry that 

product they purchased are not properly worked. When buys product online students 

expectation will be high. But in reality the performance of the product will be poor. 

Students ranked 3
rd

 for “fear about delivery product would not match those described on the 

website”. They worry that picture of the item may appear one way, but the actual item may 

completely different. 
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Students ranked 4
th

 for “fear of choosing poor product or service”, they feel that we get a 

damaged product for lesser price. So it is fear to purchase low price product. 

The 5
th

 rank for “fear of misuse of credit card” Since it is necessary to provide credit card 

information when purchasing product online, student worry that they may misuse the 

information. 

“Fear of on time delivery after payment” ranked 6
th

 by 56 respondents. Long duration and 

lack of proper inventory management result in delays in shipment. Though the duration of 

selecting, buying and paying for an online product may not take more than 15 minutes; the 

delivery of the product to customer‟ s doorstep takes about 1-3 weeks. This frustrates the 

customer and prevents them from shopping online. 

“Fear of social isolation and losing social contact” ranked 7
th

 by 56 respondent, they feel that 

there is no face to face contact with seller. But in physical store there is a chance to build 

healthy relationship with them. So in online market we are losing the social contact. 

“Fear of experiencing unnecessary tension due to online” ranked 8
th

 by 56 respondents, they 

feel that it creates unnecessary tension. When we place the order by paying money, our full 

concentration is on our product whether it will come or not. 

“Bodily discomfort due to poor fitting while purchasing apparels” which is ranked 9
th

 by 

students, feel that dress material in online market is not good. The picture of the dress 

material comes in one way, but the actual item may completely different. 

The 10
th

 rank of risk is placed by “fear of personal information being sold”. There are 

chances of personal information of the student being stolen or theft. Students has fear of they 

may misuse the information. 

“un comfort feeling on thought of purchasing online” ranked 11
th

 by 56 respondent, they  feel 

that there is no comfort to purchase the product from online because the buyer has not 

knowing who is seller of the product. There is a miscommunication between them. Finally 

students assign last rank for “worry that friends would think that I am trying to show off by 
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purchasing online”. Those who buy the product online, it will create the image in front of 

student. So student may think that he has trying to show off by purchasing online” 

9. Reasons for not purchasing online 

 

Source: primary data  

The above chart reveals the reasons for not purchasing the products online. Out of 66 

respondents 10 respondents are not purchasing products online. They have given different 

reasons for the same. Their response has been ranked based on mean score. Among the 

reasons stated by the respondents the rated 1rank “they want to enjoy outing and shopping”. 

They need some recreation and socialisation. Because of the stress during the weekdays, they 

want to be free and happy during weekends and holidays. They reserve their purchases on 

weekends instead of going for online purchase.  

“Un comfort about purchasing through Internet” ranked 2
nd

 by 10 respondents, they   feel un 

comfort in analysing various information and evaluation of products through online. Since it 

is not comfort for them they find difficulty and dilemma in taking purchase decisions.  

“Worried about giving out credit card number” ranked 3
rd

 by 10 students, they feel fear to 

provide credit card number to them. Because, there is a chance of misuse 

4
th

 rank for, “they don‟t like to provide personal information. Some students don‟t share their 

information in social network. They don‟t want to use any social website. Last rank for 

“don‟t have credit card”. They don‟t want to take any risk. 
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Findings: 

 Most of the student (41%) has monthly cash for maintenance from parents is 500-1000. 

So that they go for online shopping according to their need. 

 Most of the respondents are come from nuclear family. 

 The main source of information for student to get the product details is search engine as 

well as they collect information from their friends and family 

 34% of respondent using payment mode as cash on delivery. Because it is the safest mode 

of payment than others. 

 Most of the students purchase dress material from online market. Because they get 

product at cheaper/ discounted price. 

 Students strongly agree that internet shopping is convenience and it is ease of finding 

product. 

 One of the disadvantage of online shopping is that not ease of product return and refund.. 

 The delivery products would not match those described on the website. 

 Here we found that students having very good opinion about online merchant. 

 Out of 66 respondents 10 students are not purchasing product through online because they 

enjoy going out to do their shopping and also they have fear that providing personal 

information to them.  

 Marital status play a significant role in buying behaviour related to purchase of goods 

through online. The study found that young and single prefer more online shopping than 

married persons because they do online shopping for fun and enjoyment.  

 Online Shopping is growing bigger and more popular each passing day. It gives the 

ability to search for the products like in a flash from the comfort of home and availability 

of 24x7. It is convenient and time saving.   

 Students still  averse to online shopping because of various reasons like product delivery, 

see and touch before buy, online frauds, shipping charges, difficulty in returning faulty 

products, bargaining reasons etc 

 The main reason why students don„t shop online is that they are worried about online 

frauds, delay in delivery, try and buy facility is not available etc. A number of them are 
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reluctant to use online shopping with the fear that their bank/credit card details might be 

stolen. 

Suggestions:    

 As there are no proper laws for online purchases, they have to be implemented to prevent 

the anonymous intruders.  This will help to maintain security and private information 

properly concerning the respondents. So the website developers and service providers 

should take necessary steps to overcome this problem. 

 One of the major drawbacks that the respondents have felt is no proper returning policy to 

the product. After getting opinion from the respondent if the above said problem occurs, 

then they should be guided in a proper way to return the product. This will create a good 

website reputation and repurchasing power of the respondents 

 Due to the technological development the service providers should implement new 

innovative ideas to display information about the product. Now-a-day‟s 360 degree 

method is mostly helpful to know about all the position of the product. This method will 

help to create confidence about the product. So all the service provider‟s should 

implement these kinds of innovative methods.  

 In most of the websites the given information, features about the product on the website 

and product received from the online vendor are different. This will create lack of 

customer satisfaction. So the online vendor should take necessary steps before 

despatching the products to the consumer site. It creates good opinion about the online 

vendor and creates repurchasing power of the respondents.  

 Even though consumers are educated they are not interested to purchase products through 

online because of infrastructure shortage, they do not know how to order the product 

online and they have lack of confidence on payments. So the vendor companies and 

online service providers have to create awareness to consumers as how to order the 

product online.  

 Online shopping follows international market standards and do not know about the local 

market standard. So the online vendors should introduce the products according to the 
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local market standard. This will help to increase consumers buying pattern and help the 

vendors to increase the sales.  

 The respondents face major problems on theft of credit card information, and lack of 

security on online payments. Implementing precautionary steps to solve these problems 

shall create consumer confidence on online shopping.  

 The reliability and responsiveness of the delivery system is the key success factor for any 

online business and this will attract the consumers repurchase intention. 

 Even though the consumers have a basic knowledge about online shopping, they are 

unable to implement it because the language becomes a barrier. Developing regional 

language oriented websites would help new comers to enhance their knowledge and also 

to increase the online purchasers.  

 Companies should improve consumers „value perceptions about the products and reduce 

consumers„perceived risk in the online shopping environment by providing quality 

products, timely delivery and fulfil their expectations. Also the companies should make 

their website easy in use and risk reduction activities should be taken care. 

 Indian customers give the most importance to security and privacy to generate trust. 

Perceived privacy of customer information can be improved by ensuring that at no point 

of time the customer is asked for irrelevant personal information.  

 People are averse to online shopping because there is a difficulty in returning the faulty 

products. Hence the companies should make the arrangement so that try and buy facility 

is available at the customer doorstep and one can return if the product is faulty.    

 One of the most reasons for not doing online shopping is that there is a less chance of 

making reasonable negotiations and bargaining. It has been found that Indian Consumers 

are price sensitive .Hence the price sensitive consumers do not take much interest in 

online shopping. So the companies should allow considerable bargain for the customers 

 There is a need for research to recognise that internet shopping is not necessarily 

completely governed by rational human motives, any more than offline shopping is. This 

implies a need to research the roles of emotion and interpersonal relationships in buying 

online.  
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 Further, some kind of legal framework should be setup in order to check online frauds. 

Moreover, the complaints related to online shopping should be heard by setting up some 

body.  

 

Conclusion:- 

The overall results prove that the respondents have perceived online shopping in a positive 

manner. This clearly justifies the project growth of online shopping in the country. However, 

the frequency of online shopping is relatively less in the country. Online shopping 

organizations can use the relevant variables and factors, identified from the study, to 

formulate their strategies and plans in the country. The organizations can prioritize the 

consumer implicit and explicit requirements in online shopping environment. The results can 

also be used by various organizations to identify their target customer segments. The results 

of the study can be utilized by practitioners in relooking or revamping their strategies for 

online shopping. Online websites should pay more attention to the female segments as results 

prove that females shop more in online shopping as compared to men. So companies should 

devise the policies and strategies to attract more number of people in this segment in future 

also. With the advances in technology, more business opportunities will be discovered by 

companies. Electronic commerce will become an important part of the business in companies. 

Better understandings of consumer online shopping behaviour will help companies in getting 

more online consumers and increasing their e-business revenues. At the same time, as 

realized the benefits from E-commerce, consumers are more willing to make purchases 

online. With the popularity of Internet, the number of Internet users will continue to grow and 

more Internet users will become online consumers, even regular online buyers. However, the 

evolvement of E-commerce will bring new problems. The changes in business operation, 

business environment, and economic condition etc. will affect consumer online shopping 

behaviour. Therefore, continuous efforts have to be devoted to studying consumer online 

shopping behaviour in a dynamic way. With the knowledge of consumer online shopping 

behaviour, it is believed that E-commerce will continue to grow and it will become not only 

an important business revenues channel, but also a part of people„s daily life.  
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